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#ARCSconf
ARCS 900 MEMBERS
1,000 Registrars Connected to 10 Registrars Groups

- SwissRegistrars
- Nordic Registrars Group
- U.K. Registrars Group
- Registrars Deutschland
- AFROA
- ARC
- Hungarian Registrars Group
- Armice
- Registrarte
9
EUROPEAN REGISTRARS CONFERENCES
2000 – PARIS
2004 – WOLFSBURG
2006 – MADRID
2006 – MADRID
2010 – AMSTERDAM
2012 – EDINBURGH
2016 – VIENNA
VERY SUCCESSFUL CONFERENCES...
VERY SUCCESSFUL CONFERENCES...
BUT
SOMETHING IS MISSING
OCTOBER 9th AMSTERDAM
OCTOBER 9th AMSTERDAM

16 REPRESENTATIVES

10 EUROPEAN REGISTRARS GROUPS

14 COUNTRIES
MANY SIMILARITIES
MANY SIMILARITIES
MANY DIFFERENCES
OLDEST 1979
NO OFFICIAL MEMBERS
NO OFFICIAL BOARD UNTIL 2014
CHAIR ALTERNATES PER REGION
PROFESSION NOT RECOGNIZED IN NATIONAL MUSEUMS
IMPROVE COMMUNICATION
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2. COURIER GUIDELINES AND COURIER TRAINING
3. LOAN AGREEMENTS
Amsterdam, October 9th 2015

LETTER OF INTENT

between the following European Registrars Groups

AFORA (France)
ARMACE (Spain)
Hungarian Registrars Group (Hungary)
NIG (The Netherlands)
NORDIC GROUP (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden)
REGISTRARS DEUTSCHLAND (Germany)
REGISTRARS ITALI (Italy)
SWISSREGISTERS (Switzerland)
UNRG (UK)

The above mentioned European Registrar Groups, represented by the below signatories, establish this Letter of Intent to foster international cooperation between the different European Registrar Groups and their members.

This letter of intent forms the framework for cooperation between the parties to achieve shared goals and objectives and to facilitate and develop a genuine and mutually beneficial exchange process and relationship. This letter of intent is non-binding and does not impose any legal or financial obligations or liabilities on either of the parties.

Peggy Podemski for: AFORA

Kristine Guzmán for: ARMACE

Judith Vlag for: Hungarian Registrar Group

Wendela Brouwer for: NIG

Veele de Meester for: NIG

Thon Hermann-Larsson for NORDIC GROUP Denmark

Kristine von Knorring for NORDIC GROUP Finland

Siv Heel for: NORDIC GROUP Norway

Desiree Blomberg for: NORDIC GROUP Sweden

Nicole Schmidt for: REGISTRARS DEUTSCHLAND

Thail Volker for: REGISTRARS DEUTSCHLAND

Ursula Pfeiffer for: REGISTRARS ITALI

Gerta Kram for: Swissregistrars

Kathy Ahdmera for: UNRG
8 – 10 JUNE 2016
VIENNA HOFBURG
THANK YOU!